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SolarNet
SolarNet are a predominantly services-focussed 
company with a global partner network of technologies 
enabling businesses to identify threats, be prepared, 
understand their security position and stop them from 
becoming a reality.

We are a licensed technology partner, reseller and 
managed services provider of Odyssey ClearSkies™ 
solutions helping organisations to unlock the 
intelligence of their log and event data through the 
combined SIEM and SOAR technology. With our 50+ 
years combined experience in cyber security and by 
utilising the Odyssey ClearSkies™ platform discovering 
patterns of suspicious/malicious behaviour hidden inside 
your network activity couldn’t be easier.

We can help you extend your own detection 
& response capabilities into an ecosystem that 
intelligently transforms log and event data into 
actionable security intelligence, enabling the rapid 
detection and response to sophisticated threats and 
vulnerabilities.

What benefits do SolarNet provide with the Odyssey 
ClearSkies platform?

 • Automate and orchestrate responses to security  
  incidents based on event log data and correlations

 • Behaviour Analysis (Event log information analysis  
  to detect suspicious/malicious behaviour and  
  intrusions)

 • Centralised Event Management (Monitoring,  
  classification and management of events according  
  to their severity)

 • Compliance (Monitoring compliance status  
  through dashboards and reports to gain a broad  
  compliance overview)

 • Performance & Availability (Proactive monitoring of  
  the performance and availability of network devices)

 • Real-Time Analysis (Development of complex  
  search queries for analysing large volumes of data/ 
  threats with intelligent parameters)

 • Threat Intelligence (A continuously updated, analysed  
  & contextualised feed of evidence-based knowledge  
  of emerging cyber-threats and vulnerabilities)

Our knowledge and expertise extend to a variety of 
industries across both private and public sectors. We 
also offer a range of products and services specifically 
tailored for the Education sector.

Odyssey ClearSkies™
ClearSkies™ TDIR platform takes a risk-based approach 
to help organisations minimise Attackers’ Dwell-Time, 
simplify the investigation process, prioritise response 
actions and thus optimising SOC operations. 

The platform centralises the analysis of alerts generated 
from disparate technologies to help you streamline 
your incident management and response, identify weak 
technology implementation and maximise the efficiency 
of scarce security personnel.

By utilising machine-learning and artificial intelligence 
in innovative ways, the ClearSkies™ TDIR platform 
accelerates the rate at which you anticipate, detect, 
investigate and respond to sophisticated cyber, insider 
and third-party threats.

Along with the countless opportunities the era of digital transformation and AI 
present, comes a fast evolving and expanding threat landscape. Threat actors move 
at a faster pace than organisations can react, creating a global concern over the 
breadth and depth of destruction cyber-attacks can cause. SolarNet’s knowledge and 
expertise in this sector make them the ideal licensed technology partners, resellers and managed  
services providers of Odyssey ClearSkies with their 360° holistic approach for achieving cyber resilience.
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SolarNet are certified ISO 27001- Information Security Management and ISO 9001 - Quality Management compliant, 
which epitomise our ability to consistently meet our customer’s expectations and regulatory requirements.


